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   strong alkaline stripping agent - preferable processing with floor scrubber machines -  

  
 
   

Properties: 

* powerful stripping agent 
* can be used for the final cleaning of construction sites 
* usable for manual cleaning 
* removes shiny, wax and polymer coatings 
* free of solvents 
* pH- value approx. 13 in concentrate 
* green liquid with fresh odour 
 

Fields of application: 

* offices   * plastic floors  
* shopping centres  * final cleaning of construction sites  
* shops   * all water-resistant hard surfaces insensitive to alkalines 
 

Processing: 

     dosing  temperature 

* maintenance cleaning  1%   up to 60°C 
* basic cleaning 1)   10-50%  up to 60°C 
1) reaction time approx. 10-15 min. 

Rinse and neutralize with clear water after the basic cleaning 

 

Economy 

for the application with floor- scrubber machines: 1 l RM 752 is sufficient for the basic 
cleaning of approx. 10 m², dosage 25%. 

 

Handling: 

at first put water into the tank and then add cleaning agent and mix it; when using large 
machines, make the predilution separately and then put into the tank. 

 

Remarks: 

* strong alkaline, therefore use only on alkali- unsensitive surfaces (we recommend pre- 
tests for material compatibility) 

* do not allow cleaning agent solutions to dry on the surface. 
* after basic cleaning wipe with clear water 
* no application on wood or unsealed parquet 
* store frost-free   
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Attention: 

C Corrosive; R 34 Causes burns 
S 1/2  Keep locked up and out of the reach of children. 
S 23  Do not breathe spray. 
S 26  In case of contact with eyes, rinse immediately with plenty of water and seek medical ad-

vice. 
S 36/37/39 Wear suitable protective clothing, gloves and eye/face protection. 
S 45  In case of accident or if you feel unwell, seek medical advice immediately. (Show the la-

bel where possible.) 
S 51 Use only in well-ventilated areas. 
S 60 This material and its container must be disposed of as hazardous waste. 

 
 
Further information: 

* Material safety data sheet 
 

 

Process: 

object: e.g. PVC floor 
* install the machine (fitting BR-/BD-accessories)  
* make predilution (25%), fill into the tank 
* clean the object 
* neutralize with clear water 
 
Alternative: RM 750 Intensive basic cleaner 
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Alfred Kärcher GmbH & Co. KG 
Alfred-Kärcher-Str. 28-40 
D-71364 Winnenden 
Phone +49 (7195) 14-0 
Fax +49 (71 95) 14 - 2212 
http://www.karcher.com 

http://www.karcher.com

